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Abstract 10 

The dimensionless critical shear stress (τ*
c) needed for the onset of sediment motion is important 11 

for a range of studies from river restoration projects to landscape evolution calculations. Many 12 

studies simply assume a τ*
c value within the large range of scatter observed in gravel-bedded 13 

rivers because direct field estimates are difficult to obtain. Informed choices of reach-scale τ*
c 14 

values could instead be obtained from force balance calculations that include particle-scale bed 15 

structure and flow conditions. Particle-scale bed structure is also difficult to measure, precluding 16 

wide adoption of such force-balance τ*
c values. Recent studies have demonstrated that bed grain 17 

size distributions (GSD) can be determined from detailed point clouds (e.g., using G3Point open-18 

source software). We build on these point cloud methods to introduce Pro+, software that 19 

estimates particle-scale protrusion distributions and τ*
c for each grain size and for the entire bed 20 
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using a force-balance model. We validated G3Point and Pro+ using two laboratory flume 21 

experiments with different grain size distributions and bed topographies. Commonly used 22 

definitions of protrusion may not produce representative τ*
c distributions and Pro+ includes new 23 

protrusion definitions to better include flow and bed structure influences on particle mobility. 24 

The combined G3Point/Pro+ provided accurate grain size, protrusion, and τ*
c distributions with 25 

simple GSD calibration. The largest source of error in protrusion and τ*
c distributions were from 26 

incorrect grain boundaries and grain locations in G3Point and calibration of grain software 27 

beyond comparing GSD is likely needed. Pro+ can be coupled with grain identifying software 28 

and relatively easily obtainable data to provide informed estimates of τ*
c. These could replace 29 

arbitrary choices of τ*
c and potentially improve channel stability and sediment transport 30 

estimates.  31 

 32 
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1. Introduction 34 

Sediment transport can influence channel stability, flooding risks, reservoir lifetimes, and aquatic 35 

habitat for threatened and endangered species (Duffin et al., 2023; Garcia, 2008). Bedload 36 

transport calculations typically include sediment motion thresholds that must be exceeded before 37 

transport begins. The dimensionless critical shear stress (critical Shields stress, τ*
c) is a 38 

commonly used threshold and the critical Shields stress for the median grain size (τ*
c50) may be 39 

approximately uniform in lower-gradient gravel bedded rivers that experience hydraulically 40 

rough flow (Buffington and Montgomery, 1997; Shields, 1936). Despite this constant average 41 



value, substantial scatter exists between different gravel bed rivers in both τ*
c50 (e.g., 0.01-0.1) 42 

and the critical Shields stress (τ*
ci) for a given grain size on the bed (Di). Recent studies show 43 

that τ*
c50 can also temporally vary within a river, further complicating the choice of a 44 

representative value (Charru et al., 2004; Haynes and Pender, 2007; Johnson, 2016; Masteller et 45 

al., 2019; Ockelford et al., 2019; Pretzlav et al., 2020; Rickenmann, 2020; Turowski et al., 2011). 46 

No generally applicable method exists to select a specific τ*
c50 value in space and time within the 47 

scatter of observed values.  48 

Variations in τ*
c are attributed to methodological (# 1-2) and physical differences (# 3-5) in: 1) 49 

onset of motion definitions, 2) sediment transport measurement techniques, 3) bed grain size 50 

distributions (GSD) including armoring, 4) flow characteristics (e.g. velocity profiles), and 5) 51 

bed structure (Bathurst, 2013; Buffington et al., 1992; Buffington and Montgomery, 1997; 52 

Hodge et al., 2013; Lamb et al., 2008, 2017a; Ockelford and Haynes, 2013; Recking, 2009; 53 

Schmeeckle et al., 2007; Shvidchenko et al., 2001; Voepel et al., 2019; Wiberg and Smith, 1987; 54 

Yager et al., 2012, 2018a). Temporal variations in τ*
c are not a methodological artefact because 55 

the same definition and method of estimating the onset of motion are usually employed in an 56 

individual channel/experiment over time. Consequently, the last three physical differences are 57 

the most mechanistically important to consider for both spatial and temporal variations in τ*
c. 58 

Observed temporal variations in τ*
c without significant bed GSD alterations further implies that 59 

near-bed flow hydraulic or bed structural changes alone could be responsible in some streams 60 

(Masteller et al., 2019). In theory, bed structure could also adjust faster than bed GSD in 61 

response to changes in flow or sediment supply over time. 62 



Protrusion and intergranular friction are key components of bed structure that influence τ*
c (Bi et 63 

al., 2011; Cúñez et al., 2022; Fenton and Abbott, 1977; Hodge et al., 2020; Luo et al., 2023; 64 

Masteller and Finnegan, 2017; Yager et al., 2018a). Intergranular friction can empirically include 65 

the effects of particle imbrication, orientation, angularity, cohesion, interlocking, clustering, and 66 

porosity. Protrusion, which is often defined as the distance a particle extends above the 67 

surrounding mean bed elevation, varies with relative particle size (Hodge et al., 2020; Kirchner 68 

et al., 1990; Smith et al., 2023). Protrusion exerts strong controls on the applied fluid forces on a 69 

particle by altering the grain area exposed to the flow as well as the pressure distribution around 70 

the grain (Schmeeckle et al., 2007). Particles with greater protrusion typically have higher drag 71 

forces but possibly lower lift forces (Schmeeckle et al., 2007). Conversely, resisting forces 72 

impeding motion decline as particle protrusion increases because higher protruding particles are 73 

less buried by surrounding sediment (Sanguinito and Johnson, 2012; Yager et al., 2018a). The 74 

net result of these driving and resisting forces is that higher protrusion lowers τ*
c to make 75 

particles easier to move. In theory, τ*
c can decrease by orders of magnitude as particle protrusion 76 

changes from a completely buried grain to one that is fully exposed (Hodge et al., 2020; Yager et 77 

al., 2018a).   78 

Despite its importance, protrusion is not widely used to estimate τ*
c because of two major 79 

limitations. First, protrusion needs to be combined with validated force balance models to 80 

estimate τ*
c, which could be addressed by testing published force balance models but few 81 

suitable datasets exist (Kirchner et al., 1990; Lamb et al., 2008; Voepel et al., 2019; Wiberg and 82 

Smith, 1987; Yager et al., 2018a). Second, protrusion is not easily measured in the field or 83 

laboratory flume. It is often manually measured using a ruler or point gauge, which is subject to 84 

potentially large errors and subjective measurement location choices (Kirchner et al., 1990; 85 



Yager et al., 2018a). Any manual measurement of protrusion is also extremely time consuming 86 

and could disturb the bed. Protrusion has been estimated from high-resolution point clouds or 3D 87 

bed topographies (Hodge et al., 2020), which removes some measurement uncertainties and has 88 

lower bed disturbance potential. But such measurements still require identification of grain 89 

boundaries, which is often done manually (Hodge et al., 2013).  90 

In addition to these limitations, the protrusion definition that, when used in force balance 91 

equations, provides the most representative τ*
c value is also uncertain. Protrusion is often divided 92 

into exposure and projection, which are defined as the distances a grain extends above a locally 93 

high bed elevation and the local surrounding mean bed elevation, respectively (Buffington et al., 94 

1992; Kirchner et al., 1990). In theory, exposure accounts for particle sheltering from the flow by 95 

upstream obstructions whereas projection incorporates the effects of a velocity profile on particle 96 

motion. The locations included in the estimate of mean surrounding bed elevation vary between 97 

studies and have included: a 1-D transect upstream and downstream of the particle (Buffington et 98 

al., 1992; Kirchner et al., 1990), only elevations immediately downstream (Yager et al., 2018a), 99 

only elevations in a 1-D transect upstream (Smith et al., 2023), 2D areas upstream and 100 

downstream (Hodge et al., 2013), and 2D areas from different potential flow angles of attack 101 

(Hodge et al., 2020; Voepel et al., 2019). For the locally high bed elevation, the maximum 102 

upstream elevation in a 1-D transect (Buffington et al., 1992; Kirchner et al., 1990), the 95th 103 

percentile of upstream elevations in a 1-D transect (Hodge and Buechel, 2022), and the exposed 104 

area from complex 3D topography at various angles of attack have all been employed (Hodge et 105 

al., 2020; Voepel et al., 2019). Almost all surrounding bed elevations for protrusion estimates are 106 

within a distance equivalent to D84 (84th percentile of bed GSD) from the particle. This assumes 107 

that the downstream sheltering distance of an obstruction is similar to the bed roughness length, 108 



which is often represented by the D84. However, a distance of 8-10 obstacle heights downstream 109 

of an obstruction may be needed for the flow to return to unobstructed values rather than just 110 

over one D84 (Heald et al., 2004; Schmeeckle and Nelson, 2003). In addition, for grains smaller 111 

than the D50, protrusion may differ if calculated using immediately upstream elevations vs. 112 

elevations averaged as far as 10D50 upstream (Smith et al., 2023).  113 

To address these limitations in measuring protrusion and subsequent uncertainties in calculated 114 

τ*
c, we propose a new objective, fast, and automated method (Pro+) of obtaining protrusion and 115 

τ*
c from point clouds or DEMs. Pro+ requires the bed topography in the format of a detrended 116 

(local streamwise bed slope removed) bed point cloud, the diameter of each grain, and either the 117 

perimeter of each grain or the portion of the point cloud corresponding to each grain (hereinafter 118 

called grain point cloud). The grain diameters and grain perimeters/point clouds can be obtained 119 

from a range of techniques such as deep learning or grain detection in point clouds (Butler et al., 120 

2001; Chen et al., 2020; Steer et al., 2022; Walicka et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2021). For example, 121 

the software G3Point automates grain size measurements from 3D point clouds using flow 122 

routing algorithms and ellipsoidal fits to grains (Steer et al., 2022). We develop Pro+ using 123 

inputs from either G3Point or algorithms that output grain perimeters and grain sizes. Pro+ uses 124 

particle perimeters to determine the protrusion for each grain and calculates τ*
c distributions for 125 

each grain size bin and the entire bed using a previously published force balance model (Yager et 126 

al., 2018a). 127 

We validate G3Point and Pro+ using manually estimated grain sizes and grain perimeters from 128 

orthomosaics of two laboratory experiments with different grain size distributions and bed 129 

topographies. We substitute the manually measured grain perimeters and sizes into the Pro+ code 130 



to calculate protrusion and τ*
c distributions. We compare these grain size, protrusion, and τ*

c 131 

values to the fully automated values produced by the combination of G3Point/Pro+. Using Pro+, 132 

we also explore how protrusion distributions are influenced by the: 1) distance over which 133 

surrounding bed elevations are measured, 2) representative surrounding bed elevation (e.g., 134 

median, maximum) used to define protrusion, and 3) direction (upstream or downstream of 135 

particle) of surrounding elevations. We use this information to refine protrusion calculations and 136 

the force balance model in Pro+. 137 

  138 

2. Methods 139 

Our method section outlines 1) τ*
c calculations and inputs as well as the associated protrusion 140 

definitions used in Pro+, 2) details of the automated protrusion measurements in Pro+, 3) two 141 

laboratory experiments, 4) manual measurements from the experiments, 5) testing Pro+ 142 

assumptions using manual measurements, and 6) validating Pro+/G3Point using manual 143 

measurements. Steer et al. (2022) provides details on G3Point calculations including point cloud 144 

detrending (details provided in G3Point code), flow routing to initially define possible grain 145 

locations, algorithms to merge grains, and ellipsoidal fits to obtain grain sizes and grain point 146 

clouds.  147 

 148 

2.1 Pro+ automated τ*
c estimates 149 

In Pro+ we employ the force balance equations of Yager et al. (2018a) because they represent the 150 

influence of bed structure on both applied fluid forces and resisting bed forces (see supporting 151 



information for full equations). The force balance requires grain size and protrusion. To measure 152 

protrusion, Pro+ needs inputs from either: 1) G3Point, which provides the point cloud associated 153 

with each grain (grain point cloud) and grain size, or 2) other software (see introduction) that 154 

provides grain perimeter coordinates and grain sizes. If using G3Point, Pro+ only employs grains 155 

that are well fit by ellipsoids according to G3Point standards (Steer et al., 2022). The 156 

intermediate grain axis (b) represents grain size in Pro+ because the force balance equations were 157 

derived assuming spherical grains. These equations calculate grain areas exposed to the flow and 158 

buried grain volumes that are not easily determined for ellipsoidal shapes. Almost all force 159 

balance equations for the onset of sediment motion make similar assumptions of spherical 160 

particle shapes (Buffington et al., 1992; Hodge et al., 2013; Hodge and Buechel, 2022; Kirchner 161 

et al., 1990; Lamb et al., 2008; Wiberg and Smith, 1987).  162 

We alter the equations of Yager et al. (2018a) to use two different protrusion definitions, one 163 

protrusion (pD) that affects driving fluid forces and one (pR) that affects forces resisting particle 164 

motion. Both pD and pR are the difference between the highest elevation on a particle and a 165 

representative surrounding bed elevation, which differs between pR and pD. Pro+ determines pR 166 

using the median surrounding bed elevation. Calculated resisting forces depend on pR because of 167 

the 1) overburden weight caused by partial or full particle burial (i.e., burial=b-pR), and 2) 168 

associated intergranular friction of the particle sliding past any burying grains. We assume that 169 

burial effects are likely caused by grains that occur at relatively high (average or greater) 170 

elevations surrounding the particle of interest to define pR.  171 

In contrast, we calculate pD based on a low (10th) percentile of the surrounding bed elevations 172 

because of how flow velocities are calculated in Pro+. Instead of assuming a logarithmic velocity 173 

profile as in Yager et al. (2018a), we use a hybrid mixing-length velocity profile equation that 174 



was specifically developed for the near-bed roughness layer (Lamb et al., 2017b). This equation 175 

provides a better estimate of the flow velocity (u) within the roughness layer and calculates the 176 

same u as that estimated by the logarithmic profile for vertical distances from the bed (z) that are 177 

much greater than the roughness length (ks). We use the simplified version of the velocity profile 178 

equation for an impermeable bed (equation 11 in Lamb et al. (2017b)) in which u=0 when z=0. 179 

For pD estimates, z=0 should correspond to a low percentile of the surrounding bed elevation to 180 

allow the calculated u to be nonzero through most of the roughness layer. Details on Pro+ 181 

extraction of surrounding bed elevations are provided in the next section. 182 

In the velocity profile equation, ks is often assumed to be a function of D84 but the standard 183 

deviation of bed elevations (z) could be more representative because it allows for the influence 184 

of other roughness sources beyond grains (Aberle and Smart, 2003; Bertin et al., 2017; Ferguson 185 

et al., 2019; Johnson, 2014, 2017; Powell et al., 2016; Schneider et al., 2015; Smart et al., 2002; 186 

Yochum et al., 2012). Given the uncertainties in ks definition, Pro+ has three choices available 187 

for ks: 1) a user specified value, 2) Pro+ calculated D84 from the input GSD, or 3) Pro+ calculated 188 

z from the input detrended bed point cloud.   189 

Finally, pivot (p) and intergranular friction angles (f) are used in the force balance equations 190 

but are difficult to directly measure and are therefore assumed in Pro+. Either a single value or a 191 

normal distribution of f can be used; the mean, standard deviation, and number of random 192 

samples of the distribution are required inputs. Pro+ can either effectively neglect pivot angle 193 

effects (see supporting information for details) or can use a p distribution, which is obtained 194 

from equation (4) in Kirchner et al. (1990). This equation has considerable uncertainties and may 195 

only be valid for certain percentiles of the distribution (see Kirchner et al. (1990) for details). In 196 



addition, one study found that p may not exert a strong mechanistic control on τc
* (Hodge et al., 197 

2020).  198 

In summary, Pro+ calculations of τ*
c employ 199 

assumed constants (e.g., drag coefficients), p, f, 200 

and ks values as well as measurements of b, pD pR, 201 

for each grain on the bed. A complete list of input 202 

requirements for Pro+ is provided in the supporting 203 

information. If a single value of f and no p is 204 

used, then Pro+ will obtain a single value of τ*
c for 205 

each particle. If distributions of f and p are used, 206 

then each individual grain will have a distribution 207 

of potential τ*
c values because of these assumed 208 

angle distributions (see Yager et al., 2018a for 209 

details). Pro+ combines all pD pR and τ*
c values 210 

for particles within each grain size bin to determine 211 

the distribution of pD pR and τ*
ci for each 212 

representative grain size. Such τ*
ci values for each 213 

grain size could be used to create hiding functions. 214 

All available pD pR and τ*
c are also combined to 215 

obtain these distributions for the entire bed. 216 

Application of these full τ*
ci distributions, or single 217 

Figure 1. Flow chart of the necessary 

calculations and inputs before (white) running 

Pro+ and a broad overview of calculations 

within Pro+ (grey).  



representative values of each τ*
ci distribution, in bedload transport predictions is examined in the 218 

discussion section. 219 

 220 

2.2 Pro+ automated protrusion estimates 221 

We now outline the details of Pro+ 222 

calculations of protrusion (pD and pR), 223 

which require the point cloud associated 224 

with each grain (grain point cloud) and the 225 

grain perimeters in x and y coordinates 226 

(streamwise and cross-stream). A high-227 

resolution DEM could also be employed for 228 

this analysis if the DEM is converted to a 229 

point cloud format, which is required in 230 

both the G3Point and Pro+ codes. The two 231 

potential software inputs (G3Point or other 232 

software) to Pro+ either provide the grain point cloud or the grain perimeter and therefore Pro+ 233 

calculations differ slightly depending on the pre-run software (Figure 1). If using G3Point to 234 

input individual grain point clouds, Pro+ calculates the perimeter of each particle as the outer 235 

planform boundary of the provided particle point cloud. This allows for irregular grain 236 

perimeters that closely track the actual grain shape (Figure 2). If grain perimeters are instead 237 

input from other software, Pro+ determines the point cloud of each grain using these perimeters 238 

and the provided detrended bed point cloud.  239 

Figure 2. Example surrounding bed area used to calculate 

protrusion for one grain. The grain perimeter shape is 

shown in white, and the farthest extent of the irregular and 

circular shaped searches are shown in yellow and green, 

respectively, for an example search distance of 0.013 m. 

Points are included in the surrounding bed area if they are 

between the white grain perimeter and the respective 

colored line.  



The remaining calculations are the same regardless of the pre-run software inputs to Pro+ (Figure 240 

1). Pro+ determines the maximum elevation of every particle from each particle point cloud. A 241 

horizontal search distance must be input for Pro+ to identify the surrounding bed elevations 242 

around each particle. Similar to ks, the search distance should be partly informed by the expected 243 

sheltering distance from surrounding obstacles. Force chains, which mechanistically influence 244 

resisting forces and are composed of structures of grains that are held together by large forces, 245 

can also extend considerable distances from particles (Bi et al., 2011; Daniels et al., 2017). The 246 

Pro+ options for defining the search distance are therefore the same as those for ks: a user 247 

specified value, D84, or z. The surrounding bed elevations include all points within the bed point 248 

cloud that are within the search distance, which starts at the grain perimeter. The irregularly 249 

shaped surrounding bed area closely mimics the grain shape (Figure 2). We included all 250 

elevations within this bed area rather than just those only upstream or downstream of the grain 251 

because of the potential importance of 1) different flow directions on driving forces, and 2) all 252 

locations around the particle in controlling resisting forces (Hodge et al., 2020; Voepel et al., 253 

2019; Yager et al., 2018a). The 10th and 50th percentiles of the surrounding bed elevations are 254 

subtracted from the maximum grain elevation to determine pD and pR respectively. We evaluate 255 

various assumptions in the protrusion calculations using data collected in laboratory experiments 256 

(see next three sections).  257 

 258 

2.3 Laboratory experiments  259 

To test assumptions in Pro+ and to validate Pro+ and G3Point outputs, we conducted two 260 

experiments in the Center for Ecohydraulics Research (CER) Mountain Streamlab, which is a 20 261 



m long and 2 m wide flume with an adjustable slope that was set to 1.15% (Budwig and 262 

Goodwin, 2012). In both experiments, a bulk sediment mixture consisted of 10% 0.5 mm sand 263 

and 90% gravel with a D50 of 11 mm. Further details on the sand and gravel particle shapes are 264 

provided in Yager et al. (2018). We varied the gravel sorting parameter (σg=(D84/D16)
0.5 where 265 

D16 is the 16th percentile of the gravel distribution) of the bulk gravel mixture between 266 

experiments to create a narrow (σg=1.23) or wide (σg=2.71) bulk gravel size distribution that can 267 

influence particle protrusion (Kirchner et al., 1990; Smith et al., 2023). The narrow GSD 268 

experiment had a bulk mixture D16, D84, and Dmax (maximum size) of 9, 14, and 31 mm, 269 

respectively, whereas the wide GSD bulk mixture had values of 4, 30, and 63 mm, respectively.  270 

The narrow GSD experiment was not water-worked, whereas the wide GSD experiment was 271 

water worked without any upstream sediment supply to create a well-developed armor layer. The 272 

experiments were not scaled to a specific protype and we used different GSD and bed 273 

preparation techniques (screeded vs. water working) to vary potential particle arrangements and 274 

bed topographies (Masteller and Finnegan, 2017; Ockelford and Haynes, 2013), which could 275 

affect GSD accuracy from G3Point and protrusion accuracy from Pro+. An adjustable tailgate at 276 

the end of the flume ensured uniform flow during water working, which was validated with flow 277 

depth measurements throughout the flume length. Water working consisted of a 12-hour long 278 

flow at a constant discharge of 0.7 m3/s that visibly moved the bulk mixture D84 in preliminary 279 

experiments. This was followed by a 4-hour long flow (0.5 m3/s) that visibly moved the bulk 280 

mixture D50 in preliminary experiments and preferentially transported fine sediment into the bed 281 

or out of the flume. Similar sequences of flows have armored beds in previous laboratory 282 

experiments (Curran and Waters, 2014). We spray painted the armor layer in a 1 m long by 1.5 283 

m wide area, removed all spray-painted grains, and sieved these grains at half-phi intervals. The 284 



armor layer D16, D50, and D84 for the wide GSD experiment were 8, 18, and 32 mm (resulting in 285 

σg=1.95) with less than one percent sand. We only focus on gravel sized particles because 286 

G3Point cannot accurately quantify sand (see Steer et al., 2022). 287 

In the narrow and wide GSD experiments, we photographed the bed surface after placing the 288 

bulk sediment mixture in the flume or after water working, respectively. A high-resolution 289 

camera (Blackfly 5Mpix; focal length of 12.5 mm; ~20 cm from bed; ~0.05 mm/pix) 290 

photographed many (156 in wide GSD or 195 in narrow GSD) images with at least 60% overlap 291 

from various angles relative to the bed and around the area of interest (15 m downstream of 292 

flume entrance). Each set of photographs contained a carpenter’s square that provided scale bars 293 

in multiple directions needed for scaling the topography. The photos were used in Structure from 294 

Motion photogrammetry (SfM) analyses (Agisoft Metashape professional version 1.5.1) to create 295 

scaled point clouds for G3Point/Pro+ measurements and scaled orthomosaics for manual 296 

measurements. The original point clouds had an average resolution finer than 0.2 mm (Figure 3) 297 

that was decimated to a resolution of 0.4 mm, which enabled use in G3Point (see Steer et al., 298 

2022 for limitations on point cloud size) and facilitated faster calculations in Pro+.  299 



2.4 Grain measurements  300 

We needed independent estimates of grain size, protrusion, and τ
c to validate G3Point/Pro+ but 301 

different measurement techniques can produce values that are not always directly comparable 302 

(Hodge et al., in review). For example, sieved bulk bed samples, pebble counts, and 303 

photogrammetry can provide differing GSD because of spatial variability in sample locations and 304 

methodological differences/errors. Protrusion from rulers or point gages, computerized 305 

tomography (CT) scans, and Pro+ could also differ because of inconsistent sampling of 306 

surrounding bed elevations (Hodge et al., in review). Finally, estimated τ
c are known to vary 307 

with measurement method (e.g., bedload samples, tracers) and onset of motion definition 308 

(Buffington and Montgomery, 1997). To use the same (or similar) techniques/definitions 309 

Figure 3. DEMs of the (a) narrow GSD experiment without water working and (b) wide GSD experiment after 

water working.  White dashed boxes outline the areas in each experiment used in the G3Point/Pro+ validation 

and contained (a) 181 and (b) 302 manually measured grains.  

(a) (b) 



between our validation measurements and G3Point/Pro+, we manually identified and measured 310 

grains in the orthomosaic images.  311 

To keep the number of manually digitized grains manageable, we subsampled the point clouds 312 

and corresponding orthomosaics to smaller representative areas (0.12 x 0.14 m vs. 0.15 x 0.35 m 313 

for narrow vs. wide GSD experiments) (Figure 3). Different shaped areas were used because of 314 

the different grain sizes and orientations between the two experiments; capturing the largest 315 

grains in the wide GSD experiment required using a more rectangular area that mimicked the 316 

orientation of these particles. For a given experiment, these smaller areas had the same z as the 317 

entire bed shown in Figure 3 and were therefore topographically representative. We manually 318 

measured the visible b axis and digitized the perimeter of every grain visible in the orthomosaic 319 

images, which resulted in 181 and 302 measured grains for the narrow and wide GSD 320 

experiments, respectively. Therefore, the chosen areas also provided a sample size large enough 321 

to determine the GSD. We substituted the manually measured perimeters in the Pro+ code in 322 

place of the G3Point/Pro+ perimeters to calculate ‘manual-based’ pD and pR values and evaluate 323 

Pro+ assumptions (Section 2.5). We also used these manual perimeters and grain sizes in the 324 

Pro+ code to determine how grain identification errors in G3Point propagated to errors in 325 

G3Point/Pro+ estimated grain size, protrusion, and τ
c values (Section 2.6). 326 

 327 

2.5 Testing Pro+ assumptions 328 

Before validating Pro+, we needed to test several assumptions and calculation methods. For all 329 

calculations in this section, we used the manual measurements in the wide GSD experiment as an 330 

example. Pro+ uses two different representative surrounding bed elevations (10th and 50th 331 



percentiles, pD and pR) to define protrusion. But in previous studies (see Introduction), the 332 

representative bed elevation(s) is usually: 1) only the median or average, 2) only a high 333 

percentile (e.g., 84th or 90th), or 3) a combination of the median or mean (projection) and a high 334 

percentile (exposure). We therefore calculated protrusion using the 10th (pD), 50th (pR), and 84th 335 

(no associated Pro+ protrusion variable) percentiles of the surrounding bed elevations to 336 

determine how they affect protrusion distributions.  337 

We also investigated the influence of the surrounding bed search area shape, search distance, and 338 

search location. Our irregularly shaped search area can be computationally expensive and we 339 

therefore tested a more efficient simple circular search distance that starts at the grain centroid 340 

(Figure 2). To enable comparison with the irregularly shaped search that starts at the grain 341 

perimeter, the actual search distance for the circular shape was the grain b axis plus the specified 342 

search distance magnitude. Similar to the irregularly shaped search, the circular search also 343 

excludes any points occupied by the grain of interest. We investigated the influence of these two 344 

different search shapes (irregular vs. circular) on pD and pR distributions for a range of specified 345 

search distances. Finally, previous protrusion estimates (see Introduction) use different 346 

surrounding bed locations (upstream, downstream, all) relative to the grain of interest. We 347 

therefore evaluated using only points in the surrounding bed search that were upstream or 348 

downstream of a flow perpendicular line through the grain centroid to calculate pD and pR 349 

distributions. Both upstream and downstream areas extended along the grain sides to the grain 350 

centroid.  351 

 352 

2.6 Validating G3Point and Pro+ 353 



After testing assumptions in Pro+, we then used the manual-based b, pD and pR distributions from 354 

both experiments to validate G3Point/Pro+. We substituted these manual-based b, pD, and pR 355 

distributions into the τ
c calculations in Pro+ to obtain τ

c distributions, which are hereinafter 356 

also called “manual-based” τ
c values for simplicity. Given that differences in dimensional 357 

critical shear stresses (τc) are intuitively easier to compare than dimensionless values, we convert 358 

all τ*
c values to τc using Shields equation.  359 

To compare G3Point/Pro+ outputs with these manual-based b, pD, pR, and τc distributions, we 360 

first “calibrated” tunable G3Point input variables using the trial-and-error approach of Steer et al. 361 

(2022) on the subsampled point clouds (Figure 3). Most researchers lack manually estimated 362 

grain perimeters and therefore manual-based protrusion and τc estimates for explicit Pro+ 363 

testing/calibration. We therefore focused only on G3Point calibration using measured GSD and 364 

grains visible in orthomosaics. We adjusted several G3Point inputs to provide: 1) reasonably 365 

accurate fits to manual GSDs (Steer et al., 2022) and 2) the most visually comparable grain 366 

perimeters to those on the orthomosaics. These adjustable input variables were the minimum 367 

number of points that should contain a grain (nmin), scaling factor to determine grain merging 368 

(CF), two different angles (between the normals of grain crest points) below which two grains are 369 

merged (, ), and threshold flatness below which to remove a grain (flat). We then fixed these 370 

input variables for a given experiment and explored a range of G3Point k values, which is the 371 

number of nearest neighbors for the flow routing algorithm and strongly controls G3Point 372 

accuracy (Steer et al., 2022).  373 

Goodness of fit between the G3Point and manual GSD was determined using p values from a 374 

two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (=0.05) and percent errors in certain GSD percentiles. 375 



For a range of k values, we highlight results from the G3Point input variable combination that 376 

produced high p values and low percent errors for GSD in each experiment. Percent errors in the 377 

10th, 50th, and 90th GSD percentiles were the absolute value of the difference between the manual 378 

and G3Point estimate divided by the manual estimate. We also calculated p values and percent 379 

errors for protrusion and τc distributions using a range of k values and the optimal G3Point input 380 

variable combination in each experiment.   381 

The direct ellipsoid fitting method in G3Point did not perform well in our experiments and we 382 

only discuss the inertial fitting method. The default G3Point methodology of removing minima 383 

from the point cloud caused many grains in locally flat areas to be misidentified and we did not 384 

remove minima in our calculations. Further details on ellipsoid fitting methods and G3Point 385 

input variables are provided in Steer et al. (2022).  386 

To calculate protrusion, we used the irregular search shape (Figure 2) with an example search 387 

distance of 0.014 m in both our manual-based and G3Point/Pro+ validation calculations. The 388 

search distance needed to accurately define protrusion is still an open question in the literature 389 

(Smith et al., 2023) and as discussed above, is likely related to the D84 or z. For the narrow GSD 390 

experiment, the search distance of 0.014 m equaled the bulk mixture D84 and was far greater than 391 

the z of 0.004 m. In the wide GSD experiment, our search distance equaled z. We could not 392 

use a search distance that equaled the D84 (0.032 m) of the wide GSD experiment because 0.032 393 

m was larger than the x dimension of our test area (Figure 3). In both the G3Point/Pro+ and 394 

manual-based τc validation estimates, we used: ks=z of the detrended point cloud in each 395 

experiment, f set to 60, and no p. Preliminary tests showed that using distributions of f and p 396 



artificially inflated the τc sample size in statistical comparisons compared to using single values 397 

of these angles.  398 

 399 

3. Results 400 

We first use the manual-based protrusion estimates to investigate protrusion sensitivity to the 401 

representative surrounding bed elevation, search shape, search distance, and search location 402 

(Section 3.1). We then test G3Point/Pro+ b, pR, pD, and τc distributions against the manual-based 403 

distributions in both experiments (Sections 3.2 and 3.3).  404 

3.1 Protrusion sensitivity    405 

We use the manual-based protrusion distributions for the wide GSD experiment as representative 406 

examples to test protrusion sensitivity. We first examine sensitivity of the pR and pD distributions 407 

in each grain size bin to the search shape and search distance (varied between 2-16 mm). For 408 

simplicity, we report medians of the pR and pD distributions in example end member (2 and 55 409 

mm) and intermediate (7 and 19 mm) grain size bins. For a given search distance and grain size, 410 

the circular search shape systematically under-estimated median pR and often over-estimated 411 

median pD compared to the irregular search shape (Figure 4c and 4d) that mimicked the shape of 412 

the grain. The underestimation of median pR by the circular search shape also increased with 413 



414 

Figure 4. Sensitivity of manually measured protrusion values for the wide GSD experiment.  (a) Protrusion 

distributions for all grains using an irregular search shape and the 10th (driving protrusion, pD) and 50th (resisting 

protrusion, pR) percentiles of the surrounding bed elevation. Inset cartoon shows example pR (blue line) and pD 

(yellow line) for the black grain. All grains below the local (grain and search radius dependent) 50th percentile bed 

elevation would have negative pR and are shown in light gray. (b) Calculated critical shear stresses for all grains 

using pR and pD from (a) or by replacing pD for pR in all calculations. (c) Median pD and (d) median pR as functions 

of search distance and search shape (different line types) for example grain sizes (line colors, labeled with average 

grain size in bin). (e) The difference between the median pR calculated using an irregular search shape and the 

median pR calculated using a circular search shape for each grain size bin. (f) Influence of upstream and downstream 

search location on median pD for each grain size bin using an irregular search shape.  (a-b) and (e-f) use a search 

distance of 0.014 m.   

(e) 

(c) 

(b) 

(f) 

(d) (a) 

10th 
50th 



greater particle size (Figure 4e). The circular search shape could therefore cause systematic 415 

biases in calculated τci changes with grain size. We concluded that such biases outweighed 416 

potential efficiency benefits and this shape is not included in Pro+ or in our remaining analyses.   417 

For the irregular search shape, median pR and pD for most grain sizes were relatively constant 418 

with search distance (Figure 4c and 4d). Two exceptions were that a greater search distance 419 

caused median pR to decrease for smaller grains (e.g., 2 and 7 mm in Figure 4d) and median pD to 420 

slightly increase for larger grains (e.g., 19 and 55 mm in Figure 4c). Given the relative 421 

insensitivity of protrusion to search distance, we used a search distance of 0.014 m (see 422 

Methods) in all subsequent calculations. We also investigated the role of search location because 423 

many studies use different locations (e.g., upstream, downstream, all) of surrounding bed 424 

elevations to calculate protrusion. As an example, we show the median pD for each grain size bin 425 

calculated using only upstream or downstream locations. Median pD was not systematically 426 

greater when using either the upstream or downstream locations (Figure 4f).  Differences in 427 

median pD between upstream and downstream locations also did not systematically change with 428 

grain size. Regardless of employed location, the median pD increased with coarser grain sizes as 429 

expected (Kirchner et al., 1990; Smith et al., 2023). We conclude that using the entire search area 430 

is appropriate given that upstream and downstream protrusion values did not display any 431 

systematic differences in our analyses.  432 

We finally assessed the impact of the representative surrounding bed elevation on protrusion. 433 

The 50th percentile of the surrounding bed elevation is commonly used (see Introduction) but 434 

produced a protrusion distribution (pR) in which nearly half of the values were negative (Figure 435 

4a). A higher representative surrounding bed elevation (e.g., 84th percentile) caused even more 436 

negative protrusion values (not shown). Negative values of pR still have calculated resisting 437 



forces because they result in a fully buried grain (pR<0 reverts to pR=0 in Pro+ calculations). 438 

However, grains with negative protrusions do not have calculated exposed areas to flow, 439 

experience zero calculated flow velocities when using velocity profile equations, and have zero 440 

calculated lift and drag forces. Therefore, the common methodology of using the 50th percentile 441 

(or higher) of the surrounding bed elevation in driving force calculations would result in a large 442 

proportion of grains (see cartoon in Figure 4a) without a calculated τc value. The reference bed 443 

elevation where u(z)=0 for pD should instead be a low percentile of the distribution that allows 444 

for most grains to have calculated velocities, exposed areas, driving forces, and τc values. The 445 

10th percentile of the surrounding bed elevation produced a low percentage of negative 446 

protrusions (pD) (Figure 4a), which allowed us to calculate driving forces and τc for most grains. 447 

For example, replacing pD with pR in calculations of τc for the wide GSD experiment resulted in 448 

only 133 grains having an estimated τc instead of 253 grains when using both pD and pR. Only 449 

using pR also caused systematically larger τc values than if both pD and pR were used (Figure 4b). 450 

 451 

3.2 G3Point validation  452 

To assess G3Point accuracy, we now compare the G3Point and manual GSD in each experiment 453 

and compare G3Point grain perimeters to grains visible in the orthomosaics. We discuss the 454 

optimal G3Point input variable combination in each experiment (see Table 1) for a range of 455 

possible input G3Point k values (see Methods). In each experiment, G3Point produced a GSD 456 

(Figure 5a and 5d) that closely resembled the shape of the manually estimated distribution for 457 

most tested k values. Certain k values also produced generally low GSD percent errors (Table 1; 458 

less than ~15%) in each experiment. These k values mostly produced relatively high GSD p (e.g., 459 



p>0.05) values, which implies that G3Point GSD and manual GSD may not be statistically 460 

different within the uncertainties of the distributions. Some optimal G3Point input variables were 461 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 5. Comparison of manual-based (black lines) and G3Point/Pro+ (colored lines labeled with G3Point k 

value) values for the (left column) narrow GSD experiment and (right column) wide GSD experiment. Each 

panel shows (a, d) grain size, (b, e) driving protrusion, and (c, f) critical shear stress distributions. Legends in 

the top figure panels apply for the rest of each column. G3Point/Pro+ distributions are shown for the G3Point 

input variable combination (provided in Table 1) that optimized G3Point GSD and grain perimeter accuracy.  

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 



the same between experiments (CF, flat) whereas others differed (nmin, k,  ) (see Table 462 

1) which suggests that G3Point GSD calibration may be needed in individual rivers with distinct 463 

grain sizes, grain shapes, or topographies.   464 

Table 1. Accuracy of G3Point/Pro+ grain size (b), driving protrusion (pD), resisting protrusion (pR), and τc 465 
distributions in each experiment (narrow vs wide GSD). Two example G3Point k values are shown for each 466 
experiment using the optimal G3Point input variable combination, which was assessed using p values and % errors 467 
for each output variable (b, pD, pR, and τc). 468 

Experiment 

(example k value) 

p value % error in 10th, 50th, 90th percentiles  

b pD pR τc b pD pR τc 

Narrow GSD (k=30) 0.51 0.82 0.95 0.04 11, 4, 14 13, 5, <1 3671, 5, <1 49, 20, 8 

Narrow GSD (k=40) 0.20 0.97 0.91 0.002 17, 9, 8 11, 4, 3 3541, <1, <1 61, 28, 19 

Wide GSD (k=10) 0.03 0.89 0.48 0.66 3, 13, 18 2, 4, 11 71, 3221, 23 48, 8, <1 

Wide GSD (k=15) 0.15 0.82 0.69 0.002 20, 14, 9 4, 5, 5 71, 1931, 13 115, 39, 51 

1 denotes that manual-based and/or G3Point/Pro+ pR estimates were negative and were converted to zero values in τc 469 
calculations. Optimized G3Point input variables for the narrow GSD (nmin=50, CF=0.1, = = flat=0.1) and 470 
wide GSD (nmin=10, CF=0.1, = =2 flat=0.1) experiments were used in Table 1 and Figures 4, 5a-d, and 6.  471 

G3Point accurately identified the locations and approximate perimeters of many grains but 472 

sometimes lumped grains together or split grains into multiple particles, even using the optimal 473 

G3Point input variables (Figures 6 and 7). For the optimal G3Point input variables, k altered the 474 

relative number of lumped or split grains but could not eliminate either problem (Figure 6b vs 475 

6c; Figure 7b vs 7c). In the wide GSD experiment, G3Point also misidentified small particles 476 



sitting on top of large relatively flat grains 477 

(Figure 7). Other G3Point input variable 478 

combinations also produced reasonable GSD 479 

with low percent errors and high p values but 480 

had greater grain identification/perimeter errors 481 

than our optimal input variable values (Figure 482 

7d).  483 

3.3 Pro+ validation  484 

We now use the range of G3Point k values and 485 

the optimal G3Point input variable combination 486 

from the last section in Pro+ to calculate pD, pR, 487 

and τc distributions. For all tested k values, 488 

G3Point/Pro+ pD and pR distributions closely 489 

mimicked the shape of the manual-based 490 

protrusion distributions in each experiment 491 

(Figure 5b and 5e). This is further supported by 492 

relatively high p values for pD and pR in both 493 

experiments (Table 1), implying G3Point/Pro+ 494 

and manual-based protrusion distributions may 495 

not be statistically different within the 496 

distribution uncertainties. Although all percent 497 

errors for the G3Point/Pro+ pD distributions 498 

were low, percent errors for the 10th or 50th 499 

Figure 6. Orthomosaics of bed areas used in 

G3Point/Pro+ validation for the narrow GSD 

experiment. Bed areas are the same as those in the 

white boxes in Figure 1. White lines show (a) manual 

grain perimeters and (b-c) example grain perimeters 

from the optimal G3Point input variable combination 

(see Table 1) with a k value of (b) 30 and (c) 40.  

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 



percentiles of the G3Point/Pro+ pR distribution were often large (Table 1). These percentiles had 500 

negative G3Point/Pro+ and/or manual-based protrusion values (see Figure 4a for example), 501 

which are automatically set to zero in the τc calculations (see supporting information). Therefore, 502 

some of the G3Point/Pro+ pR errors did not propagate to τc.  503 

The G3Point/Pro+ and manual-based τc distributions had similar shapes in the wide GSD 504 

experiment (Figure 5f) and some small shape discrepancies (e.g., use of a single k value cannot 505 

fully match the manual distribution) in the narrow GSD experiment (Figure 5c). In each 506 

experiment, these visually similar G3Point/Pro+ and manual-based τc distributions were only 507 

statistically similar within the distribution uncertainties (high p values) for some of the tested k 508 

values (Table 1). This implies that obtaining similar manual-based and G3Point/Pro+ τc 509 

distributions may be more difficult than obtaining similar grain size and protrusion distributions. 510 

Figure 7. Orthomosaics of bed areas used in G3Point/Pro+ validation for the wide GSD experiments. Bed areas are 

the same as those in the white boxes in Figure 1. White lines show (a) manual grain perimeters example grain and  

(b-c) perimeters from the optimal G3Point input variable combination (see Table 1) with a k value of (b) 10 and (c) 

15. (d) shows perimeters from a G3Point input variable combination (nmin=50, CF=0.2, = =1 flat=0.1) that 

produced reasonably accurate G3Point/Pro+ grain size, protrusion, and τc distributions.  

(a) (b) (c) (d) 



Indeed, the percent errors in the G3Point/Pro+ τc distributions also strongly depended on k and 511 

were relatively high compared to those for grain size and some protrusion percentiles (Table 1).   512 

 513 

4 Discussion  514 

4.1 Future work to test and improve Pro+  515 

We used two laboratory experiments with different GSD and bed topographies to validate Pro+ 516 

sensitivity to input G3Point grain sizes and grain locations. Our results demonstrate that 517 

generally reasonable G3Point/Pro+ protrusion and τc distributions can be obtained by optimizing 518 

only the GSD in G3Point. G3Point/Pro+ τc generally had larger errors than G3Point/Pro+ 519 

protrusion or G3Point grain size because the τc equation nonlinearly combines b, pD, and pR 520 

uncertainties. Some of the differences between G3Point and manual GSDs can be attributed to 521 

errors common to photogrammetry measurements (Buscombe et al., 2010; Buscombe and 522 

Masselink, 2009; Garefalakis et al., 2023; Graham, 2005) such as partly buried grains, difficulty 523 

in identifying the b axis in 2D images, and vertically angled b axes that cause over- or under- 524 

estimation of axis length. However, most errors were largely caused by G3Point misidentified 525 

grain boundaries and locations (Figures 6 and 7). In particular, reasonably accurate grain size and 526 

protrusion distributions could be obtained by G3Point input variable combinations that produced 527 

very inaccurate grain perimeters (Figure 7d). G3Point can obtain the correct GSD for the wrong 528 

reasons, and we recommend using a combination of quantitative GSD errors and qualitative 529 

visual grain perimeter assessment in validation and calibration of G3Point.   530 



Instead of using G3Point, Pro+ also has the option of inputting a detrended point cloud (or DEM 531 

in the format of a detrended point cloud), grain sizes, and grain perimeter coordinates from other 532 

software. For example, deep learning can automatically identify grain perimeters and grain sizes 533 

in georeferenced orthomosaics from drone flights (Chen et al., 2020). Other methods based on 534 

point clouds or DEMs could also provide the necessary Pro+ inputs such as that of Wu et al. 535 

(2021), which uses factorial kriging to identify grain edges in DEMs. Butler et al. (2001) also 536 

uses a variety of methods employing orthophotographs, DEMs, watershed segmentation, and 537 

ellipsoidal fits to detect grain perimeters and sizes. Further Pro+ testing using such input 538 

software would be beneficial.  539 

Beyond testing Pro+ sensitivity to input grain sizes and grain perimeters, comparisons are needed 540 

between Pro+ protrusion and τc distributions and those from direct measurements. For example, 541 

Hodge et al (in review) compared Pro+ protrusion values to those measured using a ruler in the 542 

field and those measured using 3D CT scan data. All tested methods produced similar 543 

normalized protrusion (protrusion/grain size) values in each of eight different sediment patches. 544 

However, the pattern of normalized protrusion between the patches was not consistent for the 545 

different methods, suggesting that different protrusion methods/definitions may complicate 546 

validation of Pro+.   547 

For τc
*, such comparisons are further complicated because Pro+ provides a τc

*, τci
*, and/or τc50

* 548 

distribution whereas most direct estimates only have one value. A low percentile (e.g., 1-10) of 549 

the calculated τci
* or τc50

* distribution is often recommended because it corresponds to easily 550 

mobile grains that would be measured in bedload samplers or through particle motions 551 

(Buffington et al., 1992; Buxton et al., 2015; Kirchner et al., 1990). The exact percentile could be 552 



informed by future research comparing Pro+ τci
* or τc50

* distributions to directly measured 553 

values. Encouragingly, force-balance equations can provide τc
* within the range of values 554 

determined using reference transport or flow competence approaches (Buffington et al., 1992; 555 

Hodge et al., 2013, 2020; Kirchner et al., 1990; Lamb et al., 2008; Wiberg and Smith, 1987). 556 

However, different τc
* values even occur between the direct reference transport rate and 557 

competence methods; each method involves a unique set of uncertainties and limitations that will 558 

also complicate Pro+ comparisons (Buffington and Montgomery, 1997; Smith et al., 2023; 559 

Wilcock, 1993).  560 

In addition to further Pro+ validation, future research could focus on better characterizing 561 

protrusion and the flow field needed for τc
* calculations. We used two representative surrounding 562 

bed elevation percentiles, 10th for pD and 50th for pR, to capture the different impacts of 563 

protrusion on driving and resisting forces, respectively. Previous studies often only use the 564 

median (or higher) surrounding bed elevation that may result in many negative protrusion values 565 

for which calculated flow velocities and driving forces are zero. Particles below the median bed 566 

elevation can actually experience positive time-averaged flow velocities because of the complex 567 

flow and pressure field driven by sheltering obstacles. Particles with zero protrusion also could 568 

have higher lift forces than those that protrude high into the flow column (Schmeeckle et al., 569 

2007). Although spatially averaged sheltering effects are partly and indirectly included in the 570 

velocity profile for the roughness layer (Lamb et al., 2017b), the local flow fields that cause 571 

measurable drag and lift forces for very low or negative protrusion grains are not included in 572 

simple force balances. More studies are needed that measure/model the complex near-bed flow 573 

field over the rough topographies typical of gravel bedded rivers (Curran and Tan, 2014; Lacey 574 



and Roy, 2007; Monsalve et al., 2017; Strom and Papanicolaou, 2007). Such information could 575 

be used to improve the flow equations employed in Pro+.  576 

 577 

4.2 Potential Pro+ calculations for each grain size 578 

The protrusion and τc distributions for the entire bed in Figure 5 obscure that each grain size bin 579 

has unique distributions of these variables. We cannot assess the accuracy of G3Point/Pro+ 580 

protrusion and τc distributions for each grain size bin because we used small bed areas in our 581 

manual measurements, which resulted in a low number of sampled grains in each bin. As an 582 

example application of G3Point/Pro+, we show the pD distribution in the wide GSD experiment 583 

for one grain size bin (4 mm) that potentially had enough manually sampled particles (51) to 584 

define a distribution. The optimized G3Point input variable combination for this experiment 585 

(Table 1) also provided a G3Point/Pro+ pD distribution that generally matched the manual-based 586 

Figure 8. Example using G3Point/Pro+ to obtain protrusion and τci for each grain size bin. (a) Manual-based 

(black line) and G3Point/ Pro+ (colored lines labeled with k values) driving protrusion distributions for the 4 mm 

grain size bin in the wide GSD experiment. (b) Example G3Point/Pro+ calculated (with k=10) τci distribution 

percentiles (1st, 10th, 50th) for each grain size bin in the wide GSD experiment. The optimal G3Point input 

variables for the wide GSD experiment (see Table 1) were used in all calculations.     

(b) (a) 



distribution for the 4 mm grain size bin (Figure 8a). Calibrated G3Point inputs to Pro+ may also 587 

allow for accurate G3Point/Pro+ protrusion estimates for a given grain size (Di) of interest. 588 

With a greater number of particles and therefore protrusion measurements in each grain size bin, 589 

Pro+ can similarly estimate the τci distribution for each Di, which are used in hiding functions. 590 

Although we lack the proper sample size to develop hiding functions, we tested if τci increases 591 

with Di, which is commonly expected unless hiding effects perfectly balance grain weight effects 592 

to produce equal mobility onset of motion conditions. We used low example percentiles (1st, 10th 593 

and 50th) of the τci distributions to represent particles that are easily mobile. These τci percentiles 594 

generally increased with larger Di (Figure 8b), suggesting Pro+ could create hiding functions 595 

after further testing.   596 

 597 

4.3 Pro+ applicability and input considerations  598 

Several limitations need to be considered before applying Pro+ to a wide range of river systems. 599 

Obtaining the representative bed point cloud or DEM (converted to a point cloud format) is key 600 

for accurate Pro+ estimates. The representative bed area to sample (e.g., 1 x 1 m) depends on 1) 601 

whether only τc50
* or τci

* for all grain sizes is needed, 2) the area needed to obtain a representative 602 

grain size sample, and 3) the area needed to accurately determine ks and protrusion, which are 603 

functions of either the D84 or z. We hypothesize that G3Point/deep learning/Pro+ estimated D50 604 

and τc50
* could require a sample size of grains similar to that used for pebble counts. If τci

* for all 605 

grain sizes is desired, then a larger sample size and therefore bed area is required to ensure 606 

proper sampling in all grain size bins. The distance over which protrusion and ks must be 607 



measured is still an open research area, although our results and those of Smith et al. (2023) 608 

suggest that protrusion may be relatively insensitive to search distance. If bedform roughness is 609 

present, care must be taken in detrending bed elevations and in the distance over which ks is 610 

measured to properly include the effects of bedforms on flow roughness (see details in Bertin et 611 

al., 2017; Powell et al., 2016).  612 

The streambed point cloud could be obtained through photographs coupled with SfM 613 

photogrammetry, ground-based LiDAR, or possibly the new iPhone LiDAR if resolution 614 

improves (Monsalve et al., 2023). All of these methods generally require an unsubmerged bed 615 

and/or submersible cameras to eliminate potential water distortion and reflection effects. 616 

Calculations to remove these water effects (Partama et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2022) may also 617 

allow for Pro+ application on submerged beds. For coupled G3Point/Pro+ application to gravel-618 

bedded rivers, G3Point needs calibration with some measured GSD for Pro+ to provide generally 619 

accurate protrusion and τc distributions. If the point cloud for G3Point/Pro+ is from photographs 620 

and SfM, the calibrating GSD could be manually measured on a scaled orthomosaic as 621 

performed here. This would eliminate some of the uncertainties in G3Point calibration that arise 622 

from different GSD sampling methods (Steer et al., 2022).   623 

Although we tested G3Point and Pro+ using grain sizes as small as 2 mm, G3Point cannot 624 

provide accurate GSD for beds with a large proportion of sand (see discussion in Steer et al., 625 

2022). Sand content also influences τc
* for gravel (Wilcock and Crowe, 2003) by potentially 626 

altering ks (Venditti et al., 2010), p, or f. But the variation of these three Pro+ inputs with bed 627 

sand content is uncertain. Given these uncertainties, we do not recommend using Pro+ on beds 628 

with significant surface sand contents.  629 



In addition to grain size considerations, Pro+ also requires numerous input variables for 630 

protrusion and τc
* calculations, which are discussed in detail in the methods and supporting 631 

information. In particular, the mean and standard deviation of f can strongly influence 632 

calculated resisting forces and τc
* values (Yager et al., 2018a). These f values can be informed 633 

by those in Yager et al (2018a) or by resisting force measurements using a load cell in the same 634 

bed area after topographic data collection. The input mean and standard deviation of f can be 635 

adjusted until the load cell and output Pro+ resisting force distributions match. Future studies 636 

could develop correlations between measured resisting forces and bed structural components 637 

estimated from point clouds such as imbrication, interlocking, and clustering (Aberle and Nikora, 638 

2006; Curran and Waters, 2014; Hodge et al., 2009; Mao, 2012; Ockelford and Haynes, 2013; 639 

Wu et al., 2018). Such correlations could then be included in Pro+ to estimate f values only 640 

from point clouds. 641 

 642 

4.4 Application of Pro+ to predict and understand τc
* 643 

Pro+ can provide informed estimates of τc50
* and hiding function exponents in many gravel-644 

bedded rivers using the actual bed conditions (i.e., protrusion, grain size, roughness) and some of 645 

the mechanics (e.g., applied and resisting forces) of sediment motion. These Pro+ estimates 646 

could replace the often arbitrary and subjective choices of τc50
* and hiding function exponents 647 

from the wide range of values in the literature (Buffington and Montgomery, 1997). We expect 648 

that such informed estimates of τc50
* would improve sediment transport, channel stability, and 649 

onset of motion predictions.  650 



In addition to potentially supplying a single representative τci
* value, Pro+ also provides a 651 

distribution of τci
* for a given grain size because of different particle arrangements and local flow 652 

conditions. In calculations of bedload transport, shear stress distributions are usually ignored in 653 

favor of single values of τci
* and reach-averaged applied shear stresses. Use of applied shear 654 

stress distributions and τci
* distributions in bedload transport equations can reduce errors in 655 

predicted sediment fluxes compared to using single values of these shear stresses (Ferguson, 656 

2003; Monsalve et al., 2016; Segura and Pitlick, 2015; Yager et al., 2018b; Yager and 657 

Schmeeckle, 2013). When possible, we recommend using the entire Pro+ τci
* distribution that 658 

could be coupled with reach-scale or patch-scale shear stress distributions from 2D hydraulic 659 

models following the methods outlined in Monsalve et al. (2016) and Segura and Pitlick (2015).     660 

Pro+ could also be used to mechanistically explain some of the observed τc50
* variability 661 

between rivers. Protrusion is a dominant control on driving forces, resisting forces, and τc
* 662 

(Hodge et al., 2020; Kirchner et al., 1990; Schmeeckle et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2023; Xie et al., 663 

2023; Yager et al., 2018a) and Pro+ explicitly includes these effects. Similarly, Pro+ could be 664 

used to explain the large measured variability in hiding function exponents, which are likely 665 

partly controlled by bed GSD (Shvidchenko et al., 2001) and protrusion. Finally, Pro+ could 666 

estimate temporal changes in τc
* given the potential influence of protrusion on τc

* variations with 667 

time (Masteller and Finnegan, 2017).  668 

 669 

5. Conclusions 670 



Critical Shields stresses for the onset of sediment transport have considerable uncertainty but can 671 

have large impacts on channel stability and sediment transport calculations. To address this 672 

problem, we developed a mechanistic-based method called Pro+ that builds upon existing 673 

software that calculates grain sizes from bed point clouds. When coupled with grain size 674 

estimating software, Pro+ can determine particle protrusion and τc
* distributions as well as 675 

hiding functions in gravel bedded rivers. Care must be taken that the grain estimating software 676 

correctly identifies grain boundaries and grain locations, which were a large potential source of 677 

error in protrusion and τc
* calculations. Pro+ obtained τc

* distributions can provide informed 678 

estimates of the onset of motion rather than an arbitrarily chosen τc
* value from the wide range of 679 

scatter observed in gravel-bedded rivers.   680 

  681 
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